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          Challenge your muscular and cardiovascular endurance with the Water Rowing Machine by Sunny Health & Fitness. Enjoy maximum stability when you strap your feet onto the adjustable foot pads. Position the leveling endcaps before using the water rower to keep the water rower machine stable across home surfaces. Grab the padded, anti-fatigue handlebar as you quietly glide along the 48-inch aluminum slide rail. Feel confident performing intense workouts on the durable frame, which supports a maximum user weight of 265 lb. Pull against the belt-drive and elastic rope mechanism with each stroke to push 4 blades through the water tank. Four blades push more water than the standard two, creating more progressive resistance per stroke. Gain even more control over the water rowing resistance by adjusting the water tank level.
        

            
      

    
  












  

   

    
   
      
      
             
        
          

            [image: WATER RESISTANCE | Water tank holds 1- 6 levels of water. Level 1 delivers the lowest resistance while filling the tank to water level 6 yields the highest resistance.]


            
            

              WATER RESISTANCE 

               Water tank holds 1- 6 levels of water. Level 1 delivers the lowest resistance while filling the tank to water level 6 yields the highest resistance.
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              PERFORMANCE MONITOR 

               Battery-powered performance display to track your workout performance. View your time, count, calories, distance, total distance, and countdown mode while water rowing.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: 2-WAY ADJUSTABLE PEDAL | Non-slip foot pedals with durable nylon Hook & Loop Fasteners keep feet secure while rowing. 2-way adjustable for a perfect fit!]


            
            

              2-WAY ADJUSTABLE PEDAL 

               Non-slip foot pedals with durable nylon Hook & Loop Fasteners keep feet secure while rowing. 2-way adjustable for a perfect fit!

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: ALUMINUM SLIDE RAIL | 48 inch Slide Rail provides a smooth low acoustic rowing experience, while allowing for a user weight capacity of up to 265 pounds.]


            
            

              ALUMINUM SLIDE RAIL 

               48 inch Slide Rail provides a smooth low acoustic rowing experience, while allowing for a user weight capacity of up to 265 pounds.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: WIDE PADDED SEAT | Developed with your comfort in mind, the oversized padded seat provides a soft secure ride, reducing the uncomfortable feeling of muscle tingling and tail bone pressure as you build up to longer and more intense workouts.]


            
            

              WIDE PADDED SEAT 

               Developed with your comfort in mind, the oversized padded seat provides a soft secure ride, reducing the uncomfortable feeling of muscle tingling and tail bone pressure as you build up to longer and more intense workouts.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: TRANSPORTATION WHEELS | The wheels at the front of the unit allow the user to move their rower around with ease, from room to room, or store it away out of sight.]


            
            

              TRANSPORTATION WHEELS 

               The wheels at the front of the unit allow the user to move their rower around with ease, from room to room, or store it away out of sight.
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              "We're in love. It can be folded upright so It fits easily in our apartment and looks beautiful. Smooth soothing rowing. Great workout. Highly recommend!"

              
Kammie, Sunny Customer
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              "I love my water rower. I used one before and found this one for my home gym. It’s perfect!"

              
Bryan & Nicolle, Sunny Customer
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      Yes! We have a great library of workouts that you can perform on your rower, which can be found on the  Workouts  section of our website as well as on our YouTube channel.
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      The 4 hydro blades provide unlimited resistance and a dynamic response caused by the interaction with the water. You can change the feel of the rowing stroke by adding or reducing water from the tank. While this technically does not change the “resistance”, it does make the rowing stroke feel heavier or lighter.
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      Feel confident sitting on our durable design with a 265 lb max user weight limit.
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      It's not loud at all. The sound of the water in the tank is gentle and calming.
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      Yes! This rower folds up into a compact space to easily store away, or just folded in its place so that it's ready for your next rowing workout.
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      The performance monitor helps track time, count, calories, distance, and total distance.
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      Yes, this rowing machine is great for working out your upper body, lower body, and core while providing low impact on your joints.
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      There is a 3-year warranty on the structural frame and 180-day warranty on other parts and components.
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